
Replacements and

Enhancements for

the 1541 Disk Drive

/tiozton J'Ceveltson

Last month we examined the Indus GT and Commander II drives, 1541

Physical Exam, and On Track Indicator. This month we conclude with

Kwik-Load!, 1541 Flash, and Fast Load.

PART II

KWIK-LOAD!

Datamost Inc.

20660 Nordhoff Street

Chatsworth, CA 913II

Phone: 818-709-1202

Price: SI9.95

While placing the emphasis on fast

disk operation, [he Kwik-Load! name

neglects to mention the additional

features of this low-cost yet power

ful disk, utility. Written by Mark

Riley. author of Paim Magic, the

Kwik-Load! utility disk contains two

programs. The first speeds up the

LOAD time of the 1541 with the

Commodore 64 by a factor of five.

The second is a collection of disk

utilities which simplifies and speeds

up the most common disk file main

tenance operations.

The Kwik-Load! utility is a short

machine language routine which

loads into the SC000 block in the

Commodore 64. It is linked into the

C-64 operating system by changing

the LOAD vector at 5330-S331 to

point at itself, thus diverting all sub

sequent LOADs away from the usual

Kcrnal routines. Although a three to

one speed benefit is touted by the

program's purveyors, the actual

benefit is a combined function of the

type of disk activity, program length,

and number of files being accessed.

Typical speed improvements hovered

around the five to one mark. For ex

ample. Paper Clip, our perennial fa

vorite for long LOADs. clocked in

at less than 15 seconds, down from

over a minute and a quarter on the

first try. Note that Kwik-Lmd! only

works when loading programs. It has

no effect on SAVE times.

As with all RAM based speedup

utilities, Kwik-Load! will perform

best with BASIC programs. Most

autoboot commercial software will

disconnct the program during the

boot process. A second version of

Kwik-Load!, supplied on the disk,

LOADs into the top of free BASIC

RAM. In the process, it reduces the

amount of available memory for

BASIC programs by one kilobyte. In

exchange. Commodore's DOS

wedge can be LOADed in the usual

fashion.

KWIK-COPY

Kwik-Copy. the second part of this

package, is a comprehensive disk

utility program. The highlight of the

package is a high speed disk copy

routine which wU! copy an entire disk

in 4.5 minutes and ihree passes with

just a single disk drive. If two drives

arc used, the process takes a mere

3 minutes 40 seconds (of course the

need to swap disks back and forth is

also eliminated). These times were

obtained with the verify option

turned off. Turning verify on will

slow things down a bit, but not very
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much. The routine aborts on encoun

tering a bad sector, so do not wait

for those disks to start going bad be

fore backing up.

Kwik-Copy automatically accounts

for a second drive. If you have a

hardware device nine on one drive,

turn them both on and boot the pro

gram. If both drives are a device

eight, turn one on and boot up. When

done, turn on the second drive.
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Kwik-Locul! will automatically sense

the presence of the additional drive

and perform a soft change of the de

vice number.

Other utilities included are an easy

to use sector editor with a rather nice

two part hex and ASCII display, a

high speed tile copy milky, and a

BAM directed copy routine. A drive

speed checking routine is included as

well. The speed test is completely

passive as it does not write to the disk

surface when in operation.

The file copy routine has a very

handy feature which the manual fails

to document properly. When the rou

tine prompts for a file name, enter

the asterisk {*) character as a default.

The program will automatically dis

play each file name and ask if you

wish to copy it.

CONCLUSION

Kwik-Load! is the first of a scries

of competitively priced ($19.95)

Kwik-Ware! software to be released
by Datamost. All of these programs

will incorporate the same high speed

disk routines. It is a package well

worth consideration by the budget

conscious. □

1541 FLASH

Skyles Electric Works

231 E South Whisman Road

Mountain View. CA 94041

Phone: 115-965-1735

Price: S89.95

The Skyles Electric Works 1541

Flash consists of two eight kilobyte

ROMs with associated hardware and

a disk drive to computer connecting

cable. The Flash is actually a re

placement for the C-64 Kernel and

half of the 1541 DOS. In operation,

the Flash provides approximately a

three to one speed improvement for

all disk operations. A mini DOS

wedge and some C-64 program edit

ing support are included as well.

HARDWARE AND

INSTALLATION

The 1541 Flash consists of sever

al components. In addition to the two

ROMs mentioned above, there is a
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pair of printed circuit adapter boards,

a cable assembly, and a combination

connector/switchboard/user port ex

tension assembly.

Installation of the Flash is not for

everyone. At best it will require dis

assembly of both the Commodore 64

and the 1541 disk drive. At worst,

considerable adaptive surgery of the

C-64 circuit board will have to be

performed.

On the C-64 side you will have to

remove the Kernal ROM and replace

Startup screen with Flash installed.

Flash hardware components (see text).

Flash installed in C-64's user port.

Flash installed in 1541 disk drive.

it with an adapter board which allows

for the simultaneous installation of

two ROM chips. This will present lit

tle difficulty if your C-64 has its Ker

nal ROM in a socket. Many of the

more recent editions of the C-64 have

the chips permanently soldered into

place. Extraction, in this case, is a

tricky procedure involving the simul

taneous unsoldering of a chip with

24 leads. This has to be done with

out damaging cither the circuit board

or the original Kernal ROM. If your

C-64 has a soldcrcd-in Kernal and

your dealer is not able to perform the

necessary microsurgery (a likely oc

currence). Skyles will do the service

for S28.5O. Given round trip trans

portation for the computer, this

would probably be a three week min

imum proposition. If you happen to

be in northern California with your

C-64, you may call for an appoint

ment for an on the spot replacement.

A special adapter board replaces

the original ROM chip. This consists

of the replacement ROM, a second

socket to allow re installation of the

original ROM. and a pair of wires

which go to a second adapter board

which plugs into the user port.

The second board serves several

purposes. It includes a small switch

which chooses between the two

ROMs now installed in the C-64. It

provides a convenient termination

point for the extra cable which goes

to the 1541 disk drive. It connects

up to two of the lines on the CIA port

and it extends the user port itself for

use by other accessories.

As a result, the user port contacts

are fully exposed to possible electri

cal contact with other objects. An in

sulated protective cover should have

been provided with the kit. Also, un

like the original C-64 contacts, the

extension board is not gold plated.

In the 1541. one of the operating

system ROMs has to be pried from

its socket and replaced. Also, one of

the 40 pin VIA chips is yanked, a pin

is bent so it points away from the

body of the chip, and the chip is rein

stalled. A pair of micro chips on the

supplied cable assembly are con

nected to the VIA chip. Routing of

the cable completes the installation.



We felt that an adapter board with

a permanent connection would have

done away with the need for the mi

crochips or any bending of chip

leads. For our tost installation, we

rigged a 40 pin socket to eliminate

the lead bending step.

OPERATION

Bryce Nesbitt is a name wiih

which owners of the Flash will be

come intimately familiar. The C-64's

turn on greeting message is aug

mented to remind you of Bryce's

handiwork whenever you power up.

User RAM is unaffected by the Flash.

The usual 38911 bytes free appears.

The switch on the user port adapter

allows you to completely restore the

original configuration of Ihe C-64 by

electrically switching between the or

iginal ROM and the Flash ROM.

This will allow use of the computer

with an unmodified disk drive or

with any user port accessories which

may require all of the CIA lines. The

hardware change in the 1541 is ir

reversible. A DOS command has

been added to provide a soft reset of

the disk drive to permit operation

with the unmodified C-64.

In operation, we found the Flash

to give an approximately three to one

speed improvement for all disk drive

operations. This included file oper

ations as well as program loads. The

actual speed benefit varied with the

particular sequence of operations.

For example, Easy Script went from

62 to 30 seconds. Paper Clip from

78 to 23 seconds, and Standing

Stones by Electronic Arts from 139

to 80 seconds. Programs which per

form complex operations on multiple

levels, typically databases, will also

benefit from the much faster head

movement which accompanies the

Flash in the 1541. This high speed

head movement remains in effect

even when the Flash is deactivated.

COMPATIBILITY

Compatibility with commercial

software is quite good. All the stan

dard Commodore DOS commands

are recognized. Most copy protected

software worked without any prob

lems, although some programs

would load only if the Fiash was

turned off. We did come across some

samples which would not work at all

with the Flash-equipped disk drive.

An arrangement for the disk drive

similar to the C-64. where the ori

ginal ROM can be switched back in,

would have been beneficial.

SYSTEM

ENHANCEMENTS

The Flash includes a tiny DOS

wedge which simplifies issuing disk

commands and reading the error

channel. The commercial at (@)

symbol replaces the OPEN 15,8,15:

PRINT#15. sequence when followed

by any standard DOS command. The

character alone reads the error chan

nel. The disk directory can he dis

played to the screen without affect

ing the program in memory.

The Commodore full screen edi

tor is enhanced with several new fea

tures. These include rapid cursor

movement to the bottom of the

screen, a sixteen character tab. line

delete, partial screen clear, and a

program LISTing pause.

Several DOS commands have been

added as well. These deal with the

block read and write operations and

are intended for programmers who

wish to directly utilize the high speed

Flash routines.

CONCLUSIONS

The 1541 Flash does make work

ing with the 1541 disk drive far more

comfortable. The waiting time for

long files to LOAD, which used to

be an everlasting tedium, has been

reduced to a tolerable bore. Shorter

LOADs which merely involved an

annoying delay respond with a wel

come snappincss. The fairly complex

installation will deter many users

from the purchase of a Flash. We do

suggest you check your C-64 for a

socketed Kernal ROM before mak

ing a final decision. The manual does

include a detailed installation section,

with reasonably clear photographs,

which should prove adequate for

anyone with some familiarity with

the hardware.

Overall, the Flash was a pleasure

to work with. It was not without

some reluctance that we removed it

from our system after the thirty day

evaluation period. D

FAST LOAD

Epyx

1043 Kiel Court

Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Phone: 418-745-0700

Prire: S40.00

The Epyx Fast Load utility is

packaged as an eight kilobyte ROM

in a plug-in cartridge. You just plug

it in to the cartridge port of the C-64

and forget about it. The most drama

tic improvements in disk drive speed

arc associated with the LOADing of

long program files, the longer the

better. For example. Paper Clip nor

mally LOADs in one minute and

eighteen seconds; with Fast Load it

only takes fifteen seconds-a more

than five to one speed up.

The performance is not nearly as

impressive when you get away from

straight LOAD operations. For ex

ample, Standing Stones from Elec

tronic Arts normally boots in two

minutes and twenty seconds. With

Fast Load the procedure is reduced

to one minute and forty seconds, a

forty percent increase in speed. An

other example is Commodore's Easy

Script, where the original LOAD

time of one minute and two seconds

showed a mere \~n^ percent improve

ment at fifty nine seconds. Ofconr.se,

other cartridge-based software was

actually slowed up by the amount of

time it takes to yank Fast Load from

the expansion port. Finally, working

from within Easy Script, we found

no discernible difference in the time

which it took to read and write text

files.

A DOS WEDGE-

BUILT IN

Fast IjhhI offers far more than a

five to one speed increase in program

LOADs. It is actually several utili

ties in one package plus a number of

DOS convenience features thrown in

for good measure. When your C-64

is powered up with the Fast Load

cartridge in place, the only discern-
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ible difference is the product name

along with the usual sign-on message.

Do not let this lull you into a false

sense of smug sumnumbulance.

Lurking at your fingertips are a

myriad of hitherto unavailable fea

tures just awaiting your beck and call.

The first and foremost is an instant

DOS wedge. To get a directory list

ing just type "$" (that's SHIFT 4 for

all you neophytes) and hit RETURN.

Voila, the directory scrolls by right

before your eyes. Furthermore, any

program residing in the computer's

memory remains totally oblivious to

the turmoii taking place around it.

The only drawback was that there

seemed to be no way to slow down

or put a hall to the process. Once

started, the directory seemed most

determined to scroll by to its final

conclusion where it profoundly pro

claims the disk BLOCKS FREE

message.

Aoiody capiel //

Since November 1984. Mr. Nibble has

successlully copied heavily protected

diskettes (or grateful C-64 owners!

While
TM

The next generation in archival

methods is here today!

• No better disk copier at any price

• Easy-to-use — no complicated

instructions

• Totally automatic — no knowledge

ol DOS required

• You'll LOVE MR. NIBBLE" - il not.

return within 10 days for lull relund

Own THE FINEST DISK COPIER SYSTEM lor

The C-64 and 1541 disk drive -

Full Circle

FULL CIRCLE SOFTWARE, INC.

P.O. Box 1373

Dayton, Ohio 45101

Phono (513) 223-2102

& llQ C)f-\ 1ncl1111" shipping i, handling

(Ohio residents add 6-* sales Ian) 1Q day rclurn privilege

Special MSD Version now available!
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Hitting RUN/STOP and

RESTORE just made matters worse.

The screen cleared and the drive

went off to sulk, apparently on an

endless binge of disk spinning. Even

depriving it of its orbiting celluloid

had no noticeable effect. Despair not;

the commercial at (@) is available

for inquiring into the health and well-

being of the disk drive as it reads the

DOS error channel. Exercising its

function brings a response of bliss

ful contentment (a display of 00 OK

00 00) shortly followed by a cessa

tion of all rotary motion.

One other peculiarity commanded

our attention. The traditional means

of tjuerying the disk contents, name

ly LOAD "$",8, returned a gaggle of

worthless gibberish. However, the

slash (/) character, which is now

available in addition to the tradition

al LOAD command, served well in

the classical sense. The directory thus

LOADed retains its useful meaning.

Other handy characters are the per

cent (%) symbol which replaces the

binary LOAD "FILE",8.1 sequence

and the left arrow (-•- ) which re

places the BASIC SAVE.

Last but not least, the well-known

LOAD "*".8,l sequence, used by

many purveyors of commercial soft

ware, is now available by the simul

taneous depression of the Commo

dore logo and RUN/STOP keys.

THE DISK TOOL

In addition to the built-in Wedge.

Fast LjhuS has a scries of utilities re

ferred to us the Disk Tool. Upon crit

ical analysis, we would consider

these a full-fledged crowbar. The

British Pound key is used to access

the Tool utilities. These are most

comprehensive. Included are:

• A single file copy utility which

is limited to program files.

• A full disk copy utility which al

lows for preformatted as weil as post-

formatted disks. This routine takes

about ten minutes.

• A BAM-directed disk copy util

ity. This will only copy sectors which

arc marked as allocated on the block

availability map.

• A disk sector editor utility. This

allows you to read any disk sector,



modify it. and write it back to any

sector on the disk.

• A file utility which allows for

locking and unlocking files (prevents

inadvertant scratching), and renam

ing and copying of program files.

Overall, a rather nice collection of

utilities to have in one place.

ML MONITOR

The Fast Load cartridge includes

a machine language monitor. This

program provides a lull range of ma

chine code disassembly and memory

display modes, access to the disk di-

reclory and command channel, and

both relocating and non-relocating

binary LOADs. A full array of logi

cal and arithmetic operators are

available for easy calculation of per

tinent parameters. Hexadecimal, dec

imal, binary, and ASCII conversion

are built in. About the only thing

lacking is the customary single-line

mini assembler.

A COUPLE OF QUIRKS
We noticed some additional oddi

ties worth passing on to the poten

tial user. Executing a call to the C-64

reset vector (SYS 64738) restores the

C-64 to the power-up state as if the

Fast Load cartridge were not there.

Reselling via a hardware reset but

ton brings the Fast Load cartridge

back online. The Fasi Load cartridge

may also be disabled via a command

from the built-in Disk Tool utility.

A GOOD RETURN

The Fast Load cartridge offers a

wide array of features in a compact

package. The operation is .surprising

ly transparent to all the forms of

commercial copy protection we have

looked at. For the few exceptions.

Fast Load may be totally disabled via

the built-in soft switch without phys

ical!) removing the cartridge. Over

all, it may not be the fastest disk

speedup utility, but it certainly offers

a good return for the dollar. □

CONCLUSIONS

Of the three products we looked

at. the Skyles Flash should provide

the greatest overall improvement in

disk handling with the 1541 disk

drive. This is a direct result of ap

plying the speedup routines to all disk

operations under all operating condi

tions. If you can handle the relative

ly complex installation, then the

Flash will significantly cut down on

time spent waiting for the drive.

In terms of greatest convenience

and utility, we place our bets on the

Epyx Fast Load. The cartridge for

mat makes for fast and foolproof in

stallation as well as portability. As

with the Flash, it is instantly avail

able on power up. It also has the wid

est selection of built-in support util

ities. Advanced users will be pleased

by the instant availability ot'thc pow

erful ML monitor.

The Kwik-L/xiti! package offers a

good value. The disk copy and back

up utilities win the prize for speed.

Given the low cost, you may just not

want to pass this one up. D
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We guarantee you'll never again buy useless software for
your personal computer.

CLUB MEMBERSHIP OFFERS BIG SAVINGS

♦ —•> NO OBLIGATIONS ♦ *

Whan you anroll you will

- Kaop only Uia tottvfar* thai you can

nol whil you want, r«tum Ft tor ■ full

rtfund.
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Enroll now and receive abiolutaly free Public Domain Software.

Please check U CoaaeHa D Dlik
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EPILOGUE

Not being content to leave well enough alone, we pre

sent some last-minute updates on the Skyles Flash and

the Epyx Fast Load cartridge. This information came

to us just before we went to press on this issue.

THE 1541 FLASH

Skyles has indicated that the latest version of the

Flash will include a defeat switch for the disk drive as

well as the computer. This allows the Flash to be com

pletely disconnected from the system. The price of the

new unit will be S99. Present users may upgrade for

S15 plus $3.50 shipping and handling. Work is nearly

complete on a two disk version of the Flash which will

sell for $139.95 ($49.95 for the upgrade). We hope to

report on this when it comes available.

FAST LOAD

A second sample of the Epyx Fast Load cartridge

appeared unannounced upon our doorstep. Although all

external indications appeared identical to our first sam

ple, we gave it a try. Much to our surprise, we found

some subtle improvements. This latest revision prop

erly handles the LOAD"$",8 command we discussed

earlier. Epyx is apparently busy swatting bugs as fast

as they find out about them. This latest version of Fast

Load brings the count up to three revisions which we

know about. At this rate, the product should be well

in hand by the time you read this report.



1541 FLASH!-

THECRITICS SPEAKOUT
This advertisement has been written by indepen

dent reviewers of Commodore computer products.
We thank them for their frankness and the high marks

awarded to the Skyles Electric Works 1541 FLASH!.

The Reviewers Comment

"Tired of that slow disk drive? The solution is here,

and it costs about S90. Considering what it does, the

price is a bargain! It speeds up your 1541 disk drive

200%-300%. And if you write your own software

specially for the FLASH!, you can achieve speed

increases of 600%!

The 1541 FLASH! is the best! It's belter Ihan

KWIK LOAD.'" Andbetterthan 1541 Express."

Does it sound too good to be true? Do you suspect

there must be some drawback that I haven't men

tioned? Well... There is one. You have to open up

your keyboard and 154] drive and do a little work

inside them. You need to replaces couple of chips

with new ones provided by the FLASH!. And an extra

cable will run from your keyboard's user port to your

1541 drive. But the installation is explained in

complete detail with pictures. It's a simple operation

that will take under 30 minutes. And in return you

will have a disk drive that literally races along!

The biggest complaint with the Commodore f4 is

the slow disk drive. No more! You will never be

willing logo back after having used the 1541 FLASH!.

It really spoils you! It's even faster than a parallel

drive with an IEEE interface! Don't be afraid of the

installation. It's really simple. And if you prefer not to

do it yourself, your local user's group probably has

people with the ability to install it for you. You'll be

glad you did! The Northwest Users Guide, }au. 1985

"A tiny wedge is included.. .you simply SYS65526

to enable it. Those who enjoy using the wedge as part

of their normal computer will like this feature.

The utilities added by FLASH! include single,

double and simultaneous keystroke implementation

of such niceties as delete line, escape quote, cursor to
bottom of screen, 16 character tab, and return without

line execution.

My children have played some of their favorite

games and used utilities or educational software

without any problems whatsoever, using the 1541

FLASH! Al! in all, this device will save the purchaser

much of the frustration normally experienced, as well

as the time required in normal disk drive-computer

interactions. With the above noted exception, I'm

very pleased with its operation, and won't hesitate to

recommend it to those who would like faster loads

and saves or want additional flexibility and power at a

moderate price." RUN,Mm/198S

"I laving used 1541 FLASH! for several days,

already I can't bear to go back to a slow 1541. It's

amazing how quickly you can get spoiled by a luxury

like this. More than a few editors here have cast covet

ous eyes on the upgraded 64/1541. And the price is

reasonable for such a dramatic enhancement. After
reading tin1 Installation description above, you can

decide if you're up to opening your equipment, yank

ing out chips, and enjoying a 300% speedup."

Computers Gazette, ]m. 1985

Commercial Details

1541 FLASH! $ 89.95*

1541 FLASH! with Disk Switchboard 99.00'

1541 FLASH! for Two Drives 139.95*

1541 FLASH! for SX-64 99.95*

1541 FLASH! for MSD Drives Iba*

•Mail order please add 53.50 fur shipping and handling,

California residents add sales tax as required.

Available from your local Commodore

dealer or call 1-800-227-9998

Skyles Electric Works
231E South Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

1-{415) 965-1735

15-11 FLASH! lutndHiurif ol SkvJw Electric Warta

ttunin\tuoreM !■■ ■! irAili'mjik till [tniiVMHlofr-

r Service No. 188


